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internet blocking and distributing practices,
and media noise in the context of the Catalan
referendum on 1 October 2017.
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What is referendum
medialogs?
Introduction

Referendum Medialogs is an independent, self-hosted
repository of different documented material about the
recent conflict of the Catalan referendum on the 1st
of October 2017. I talk about the Catalan referendum
because it is a good contemporary example that shows
how dramatically can the internet be used to censor,
manipulate and deploy information, even in a European
democracy. This conflict has served as a model to
better understand the social implications of software
in democracy and offers the possibility to create some
awareness on the existing methods and tools for countering
government censorship, surveillance, and disinformation
practices of the often invisible processes of the news cycle.
Therefore, this repository attempts to map a journey of the
events before, during and after the referendum, showing a
series of conflicts leading to both blocking and distributing
practices, in a context strongly characterized by nonstop
overloads of inaccurate information.
At the same time, Referendum Medialogs digs into
the issue of media noise, using open source revision
control software Diffengine to track and log article
revisionism, offering a space for hidden narratives, a hint
to interpretations, an archive of technical incorrectness,
of erasure, a selection of deliberate misreports and an
exercise in creating awareness. Article revisionism is an
immaterial and often ephemeral act enabled by the everchanging nature of the net. Ludovico (2012, p.62) states
that “the very nature of the news is becoming increasingly
ephemeral – an endless stream of short news items all
competing (often desperately) for our attention.”
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What is Referendum Medialogs?

This work analyses the possible interpretations of
these news changes through selected minor edits. The
project also offers collaborations from hackers, activists,
journalists, and organizations who were involved in the
issue and had a significant role in the media. These
different players will provide important information
through documented interviews and conversations, offering
perspective from different angles. Some of this sensitive
material reflect back on incidents that in some cases didn’t
have the necessary media coverage or exposure. This book
will provide selected quotes. However, full transcripts will
be accessible online, and also printed.
The project curates visual documentation, offering
an overview of the events, and caches this material on a
Raspberry Pi web server, preserving information of which
the original can potentially be replaced or removed. Users
are given access to this material through a Mediawiki.
In general, this research and the project that I’ve been
developing simultaneously will provide the reader with a
framework to better comprehend the dimensions of the
Catalan conflict beyond its superficial political threshold.
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What will the
book’s journey be?
Introduction

In the first chapter, this research will map a journey
of the events before, during and after the referendum
on 1 October 2017. I will contextualize a series of
conflicts leading to both blocking and distributing
practices, giving examples about several media
reactions. In the second chapter, you will be introduced
to Diffengine. I will discuss my experience trying to
trace specific evidence on news revisions during the
referendum. I will offer a selection of curated revisions,
and I will explain what works well and what could
be improved. I will also discuss a series of projects
tracking news changes, some of which are also using
Diffengine in different ways. In the fourth chapter,
I will provide some developments working with the
Mediawiki. I will show some useful feedback and
questions from my project’s presentation at AMRO
festival in Linz. In the fifth chapter, I will give an
overview on the collaborations that I’ve been building,
offering selected quotes from interviews by activists,
hackers, journalists, developers and collectives. In
the conclusion, I will recap the arguments presented
throughout this research, offering questions, answers
and ideas for possible developments.
Before we can dive into any other topic, it’s
important to first get a clearer idea of the history
and context of the events surrounding the Catalan
referendum.
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What will this book’s journey be?

Referend
Medialo
documentation

diffengine

· articles
· social media
· audiovisual
· software
· projects

· news stories
· diffs archive
· automation

Mediawiki
server-based file system
customizable

Raspberry Pi
self-hosted
3rd party intellectual property
censorship issues

erendum
edialogs
interviews*

research

· activists
· hackers
· archivists
· journalists
· collectives

· digital and
printed version
· transcripts,
booklets, posters

sensitive
material

TOR
encrypted
surveillance

WWW
www.referendum-medialogs.tk*
temporary: referendumedialogs.referata.com
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Internet censorship is prohibited to governments by
Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and by Article 10 of the European Convention
on Human Rights. These documents impose
responsibilities to the protection and guarantee of
everyone’s right to freedom of expression. However,
restrictive measures are sometimes imposed by
governments in order to maintain public order,
often leading to practices that threaten human rights
principles. The evidence was given during the political
conflict surrounding the Catalan referendum when
Spain’s central government attempted to impede
the celebration of a referendum for independence in
Catalonia. These events demonstrated that human
rights are nowadays vulnerable to state authorities in
Europe. They also demonstrated that software plays
a fundamental role in the treatment of information,
whether to inform or censor. Most importantly,
these events manifested the necessity to offer more
democratic frameworks beyond mainstream social
media and clickbait journalism.
Catalonia is one of Spain’s richest regions. It has its
own culture, its own language, and has a long history
struggling to get more autonomy. Although Catalonia
has been quite divided on the issue of independence,
polls reflected that the majority of citizens in the
region are in favor of a legal referendum to settle
the issue. Many others saw it as a political protest in
defense of freedom of expression without legal effects.
Many others saw it as an attack on Spain’s unity. The
growing support from citizens towards independence
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led to the creation of the “Law of juridical transition
and foundation of the Republic” and the “Law on the
Referendum on Self-determination”. Both of which
were passed by the Parliament of Catalonia and later
suspended by the Constitutional court of Spain, due to
lack of competences. Despite warnings by the Spanish
government saying that they would do whatever it’s
needed to stop this process, the Catalan government
scheduled a referendum on 1 October 2017 and the
organization of the process moved forward. The main
website for the referendum (referendum.cat) was
created. The website included all the regulations for
the independence referendum that were suspended by
Spain’s Constitutional Court, as well as propaganda
to promote the vote. First consequences began in early
September.

9

Fig. 1. www.referendum.cat, Gov. Generalitat de Catalunya, 2017.
Cloned referendum website.
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On September 13, following a court order, police
forces turned up at the internet service provider
CDmon that hosted the main referendum website,
ordering to shut it down. You can still see the
symbol of the Spanish military police or Civil
Guard on the website with the following note;
“This domain name has been seized pursuant to a
seizure warrant under the Judicial Authority and is
under its administration.” The Catalan government
announced (Ara, 2017) a new domain name hosted
abroad with Luxembourg-based company EuroDNS.
This way, only an international warrant could shut
it down. Two mirrors of the website appeared,
ref1oct.cat and ref1oct.eu. On September 14, two
more official websites were seized. Two days later,
following a court order, internet service providers
were requested to block all websites with content
about the referendum. One of the biggest attacks
by Spanish government was on the September
20, assaulting the Center of Telecommunication
and Technology. With this measures, most of the
technology infrastructure for the referendum got
dismantled. However, there was a lot of activity
creating mirrors of the referendum’s official websites.
A good example is Github’s user “GrenderG” or
activist Daniel Morales, who published a list of
mirrors, some of which are still active, such as xn-018haaa.ws or referendumcatalunya.eu, among
others (Github, 2017). The repository ‘referendum_
cat_mirror’ was last updated on September 22, when
Spanish police, brigades specialized in computer

crimes, broke into his place to confiscate 3 harddrives
and a mobile phone. In an interview that I conducted
with Daniel, he explained: “They arrived at about
12:30 on Friday, I kept calm during the hour and a half
that the performance lasted, yes, without getting out
of astonishment at any time; It seemed like I was living
an absurd joke, honestly it was a bit surreal. They did
not explain too much about the reasons for the “visit”,
basically that it was sharing the source code of web
pages of something that was supposedly illegal and
that’s why they were here (although my mobile phone
was simply taken away because of an information app
of the referendum installed). Once there, they were
messing with my computer (at the time of arrival it
was on, because I was downloading the databases of
the latest update of the generalitat with information
from the electoral colleges).”
About 15 Spanish hackers were investigated,
accused of working on the scripts to clone the
referendum websites. They caught many people and
very quickly, so I asked Daniel how did it happen,
if he did not take security measures: “I honestly
did not think that by sharing the source code of a
web page there were going to be about half a dozen
police officers coming to my house (never before
had happened in Spain). So it is not that you do not
take security measures, it is that I did not hide it at
any time and informed the people from my personal
Twitter account.” I did also ask him about the fact he
was also accused to be supported by Russian hackers
by El País, one of Spain’s biggest outlets:
16
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“Nonsense of a newspaper with a sensationalist
director who likes to misinform people. They accused
me of carrying a website that ‘praised Putin’, a
website that I had not seen in my life”. The journal
also claimed that Russian news networks were using
Catalonia to destabilize Europe through deliberate
misreports from the RT and Sputnik, comparing
the conflict to Krimea and Kurdistan. According to
Spanish police (Alandete, 2017), Russia or any Asian
country in the former Soviet Union are common hosts
for domains, making it almost impossible to create an
order to shut down the website because there are no
collaboration agreements.
I was intrigued by the apparent disinformation
practices from El País, so I documented a conversation
with Mercè Molist, a journalist specialized in activism
and cybersecurity who published many articles
about the referendum for the journal Nació Digital;
“I collaborated with El País more than 10 years...
they had investigations saying that according to the
University of..., and then was that someone from El
País was studying in that University, that was a quick
investigation (laughs), then I asked if they could send
me their research and they never did, which makes
you wonder what type of accurate data they work
with.” The Intercept had also claimed on an article
(Greenwald and McGrath, 2018) data accusations in
El País to Assange and even Edward Snowden, ranging
from highly dubious to demonstrably false. These
misleading claims or fake news have been very severe
during the Catalan conflict.

Archivist Aniol Maria, a member of the Archivists
Association of Catalonia (AAC-GD) and former
collaborator of the Twitter-based archiving initiative
#ArxivemElMoment aimed to collect digital evidence
during the referendum, was investigated for creating a
repository of the referendum’s website on his Github
account. However, as Aniol was involved in archiving
initiatives, he could prove that he did it to preserve
digital evidence, and not to publish the webpage
source code out of Github. Aniol appeared on a press
conference, together with members of the Pirate party
(pirata.cat), an activist party defending human rights,
technological sovereignty and open data, that was
also investigated.
Reports on censorship around the Catalan
referendum (Murphy, 2017 cited in Security Without
Borders, 2017) state that authorities requested
the Catalan organization Fundació PuntCat which
registers the names of the “.cat” domains, to shut
down all active domains with content related to the
referendum. The PuntCat considered this measure
disproportionate and denounced it to the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN). This triggered police to break into
the PuntCat’s offices, searching for documents,
retaining its technical director under custody for 2
days. Results published by the Open Observatory
of Network Interference (OONI, 2017) shows that
the government forced telecom operators such as
Vodafone, Orange, France Telecom Espanya, Euskaltel
or Telefonica/Movistar to track and block websites
18
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with content related to the process, giving evidence
on three methods used to block sites.
The first method consisted of altering DNS or
Domain Name Systems. OONI (2017) explains
that this is the most common and easy technique
used by authorities. DNS associates the identity
of a website with its unique numerical address or
Internet Protocol (IP). IP addresses are required for
any connected device communicating to the internet.
The purpose of a single domain name system is to
allow any user in the world to be able to reach a
specific host IP by entering the address’s domain
name. Control over servers hosting DNS data means
exercising power. Studies on the political economy
of the internet freedom (Powers and Jablonski,
2015) writes that “Domain names determine the
visibility and accessibility of a service; by removing
a domain name, all services associated to it are
made unreachable”. Lessig explains in Code and
Other Laws of Cyberspace (Lessig, 1999 cited in
Powers and Jablonski, 2015) that political and social
values are inevitably built into the architecture of
technological systems.
The second method was based on intercepting
web traffic through HTTP, and the third method
used encrypted web traffic or HTTPS, blocking entire
domains while affecting several other unrelated
websites. These measures accelerated the blocking of
websites without any further court order, including
citizen groups and non-profit organizations. Although
just a portion of the information on the referendum

was hosted at gateway.ipfs.io, the main web server
for the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS), authorities
ended up over-blocking its content (Malcolm, 2017).
OONI (2017) explains how Google was requested
to remove the voting app “on votar 1-Oct Oficial”
from Google Play and any other apps developed by
the same user. In recent interviews that I’ve been
conducting with Aniol Maria and Matthias Brugger,
who is an activist and free/libre software Linux
developer based in Barcelona, they both pointed me
out to an article where Google addresses to the 13th
Judge of Barcelona (Vilaweb, 2018), which instructs
a secret cause against independence, claiming to stop
the blocking of websites related to the referendum.
Google argues that it is unnecessary to keep the
blockage eight months later. Google ILC considers
that the indefinite maintenance of the blockage may
be unnecessary for the intended purposes, and it may
have affected projects and content hosted on Google
Cloud that have nothing to do with this investigation.
In general, anyone involved in the process,
including users setting up mirrors, reverse proxies, or
alternative domains was taken to court to face criminal
charges. Around 140 web pages were reported to
be blocked. You can still see the symbol of the Civil
Guard on many of those websites.
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It’s important to identify and challenge those
authoritarian structures that threaten our freedom.
Each and every oppressive practice has its counter
actions that can be learned and used, but how? A
good introduction to practices and tools to counter
institutional censorship or find trustworthy information
online, is Tech Tools for Activism (HacktionLab
Collective, 2012), a collaboration zine between radical
technology groups and collectives. I find quite relevant
to mention these tools, not just because current studies
on internet censorship show (Internet Society, 2017)
evidence of increasing network blocking practices by
governments around the globe. It is relevant to acquire
secure practices, because people’s freedom and personal
data are increasingly becoming more dependant on the
internet and cybersecurity.
The zine offers practical examples and alternatives
for browsing the internet, hosting websites, using
mobile phones and free software. One of them is
TAILS, which runs straight off a CD or USB stick
from a Linux live CD, leaving no trace of online
activity when the system is booted. You can also
communicate anonymously and encrypt your data
using TOR browser (The Onion Router) and a Virtual
Private Network (VPN). A good example of a website
conducting a study on VPNs and E-Mail security is
“That One Privacy Site”. You can use Firefox on Linux,
and a search engine like Duck Duck Go that doesn’t
log your IP, stores and sells information about your
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Tools and methods for social resistance.

web activity like Google, which monopolizes around
90% of internet searches in most countries. Google runs
the Android operating system on 80% of the world’s
smartphones and owns Youtube. Studies on search
engine optimization (Dice, 2017) shows that Google’s
secret algorithms determine which web pages will show
up and in what order when someone looks something up.
Over 90% of people click on something that’s on the first
page of those search results. This is important because it
determines what news users will likely read first.
The zine also offers alternative social media
networks to Facebook or Twitter. For example,
Friendica works as a decentralized platform, streaming
information from multiple networks. The reason
why I offer this tool is that during the referendum
both Twitter and Facebook were places to engage
with all kinds of garbage and hate-filled arguments.
According to Dice (2017), Facebook decides which
stories go viral using algorithms to filter out and limit
content, policing and censoring people’s takes charge
of Catalan government posts. On Facebook, if a post
is considered too politically incorrect, then posts are
deleted and users can have their accounts shut down.
This supposes a danger to freedom of expression, as
users engage in self-censorship. And with the recent
investigation of Cambridge Analitca during the Brexit
referendum, it has been demonstrated (Greenfield,
2018) that people’s personal information on Facebook
can be collected to target specific users, in order to
create personalized political advertisements based on
their psychological profile.
22
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Beside mainstream social networks, I have been
digging into a different type of decentralized
environment using Mastodon’s instance mastodont.
cat. Mastodon is a federated, decentralized social
network based on microblogging, that works as a
federation of independently operated servers running
free software. Using Mastodon, I have been able
to connect with journalists, activists, archivists,
developers, media organizations, and users engaged
within the Catalan issue. It has been so far a really
useful tool for data collection and investigative
journalism, which has allowed me to quickly extend
my network and resources.
An interesting community of activists that
offers secure communication tools and services is
RiseUp. They provide a list of “radical servers” and
autonomous revolutionary collectives that provide
services to grassroots activists. Another good example
is The Independent Media Center (Indymedia), a
collectively run network of journalists and activists
that offers radical and accurate reports. You can host
your website or blog anonymously on independent
servers like noblogs.org and network23.org. This is
useful for independent journalists, media collectives
and users aiming to make sensitive material public.
In this same direction, web technologies are
increasingly requesting the use of secure protocols.
For example, Secure the News is a project developed
by the Freedom of the Press Foundation designed to
promote the use of HTTPS encryption by adversarial
journalism.

Fig. 2. “On Votar 1-Oct Oficial”, Google Play app store, 2017.
Voting app developed for the referendum. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 3. Castillo and Edwards, Reuters, 2017. Spanish police raid Catalan government to
halt banned referendum. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 4. Cerulus and Torres, Politico, 2017. Spanish authorities try to shutter
Catalan referendum websites. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 5. ANC International, Twitter, 2017. “The Guardia Civil blocks our website for the
2nd time. No notification, no court order...”. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 6. la3.org, 2017. How the Catalan government uses IPFS to sidestep Spain’s
legal block. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 7. Morales, GrenderG, Github, 2017. List of mirrors of the referendum website.
Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 8. Nimmo, Medium, Digital Forensics Research Lab , 2017. ElectionWatch: Russia
and Referendums in Catalonia?. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 9. Greenwald and McGrath, The Intercept, 2018. How Shoddy Reporting and Anti-Russian Propaganda Coerced Ecuador to Silence Julian Assange.
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Fig. 10. The Internet Archive , Hacktionlab, 2012. Tech Tools for Activism.
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Fig. 11. That one privacy site . That One Provacy Site website about VPN services
and secure email communication.
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Fig. 12. RiseUp, 1999. RiseUp Home Page
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During the days leading up to the referendum, social
networks and human and internet rights organizations
reacted to the censorship attacks. Julian Assange, the
co-founder of Wikileaks spoke of the first internet
war (Assange, 2017). Activist and Pirate’s Bay cofounder Peter Sunde manifested his support offering
domains and anonymous hosting to the censored sites
(Sunde, 2017). The Catalan government took up his
offer, using the services of Njalla, a Caribbean-based
company that works as a privacy shield for registered
domains. Catalan outlet Ara has published a manifesto
(Chomsky, et al., 2017 cited in Ara, 2017) where
Noam Chomsky together with other academics,
condemn these events urging to stop censorship.
Reporters Without Borders claimed respect to media
in Catalonia (RSF, 2017) and denounced several
intimidation attempts from authorities to censor
propaganda. The European Center for Press and Media
Freedom reported (ECPMF, 2017) protests from
journalists, among other groups such as the Journalists’
Union of Catalonia (SPC) and the Association of
Information and Communication Media (AMIC)
having experienced coercion while covering public
media events. Catalan anti-capitalist party CUP, which
had a relevant role leading the referendum, created
propaganda promoting October 1 with a poster depicting
a woman sweeping Spain’s main political players saying
“Escombrem-los!”, Sweep away! reflecting the imagery
of classical Soviet posters, in particular, one where Lenin
appears to be sweeping away Tsarism, the bourgeoisie,
and the church.
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Social media networks were flooded with memes.
Jokes over the conflict flourished and internet users
had a lot of fun mocking the government’s use of a
cruise ship decorated with Looney Tunes, to host
thousands of Spanish national and military police
officers deployed in Barcelona in order to impede the
celerbation of the referendum. “#FreePiolin” became a
trending topic on Twitter. However, the mood changed
dramatically on the day of the referendum.
During the morning, many schools used as polling
stations were assaulted and shut down by police. The
servers that hosted the central system to register the
voters were taken down by Amazon on that same
day. Twitter and Telegram bots used to inform users
about the referendum, were also removed. However,
alternative servers were instantaneously deployed.
To ensure that voters could participate, the Catalan
government announced the ‘open census’. Catalan
outlet VilaWeb published an interview about the
hackers who made the open census possible during
the referendum. One of the hackers who participated
(and whose identity remained anonymous) explains
(Partal, 2017); “...We were able to disrupt the
efforts of all the technical and intelligence services of
such a massive opponent. Thanks to Tor, to Signal,
to telephones bought abroad, to Linux and open
software, and even to Bitcoin...” Several national and
international media covered the events, witnessing
police breaking into schools, taking away paper ballots,
attacking violently people assembled peacefully, who
were sometimes blocking the school’s main access in

an attempt to protect paper ballots, shooting rubber
bullets, which are strictly forbidden in Catalonia by
Court since November 2013. The shootings injured a
guy who lost an eye during these dramatic incidents.
These events made the headlines in journals around
the world. On one hand, reports said over 900 people
were injured. On the other hand, several other media
reported government’s claims, saying that images of
police brutality were fake, manifesting an evident and
critical polarization in the news media. Several footages
depicting police brutality corresponding to protests in
the past, circulated in the social media. Dice (2017)
concludes in True Story of Fake News “Thankfully,
however, many are waking up to this mass manipulation
and have seen the new systems of media production and
distribution as they were constructed, and remember
what society was like before this information overload
engulfed our world.”
An interesting initiative for users to cope with the
problem of fake news in the context of the referendum
was Maldita. This project was developed by data
journalists in 2015 with the aim to verify Spanish news,
successfully uncovering several fake stories during the
Catalan issue. Maldita also offers an extension for web
browsing that notifies when a website is not reliable,
providing the number of articles they have already
refuted from a journal. It also indicates if there is
satirical content that could lead to confusion (Maldita
2015). However, how would software be able to
distinguish what content is truthful or not? Even with
the most advanced AI, disinformation or fake news can
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only be beaten with accurate information. I think that
computer processes should not ensure the plurality
and transparency of information, especially if political
power exercises control over these mechanisms.
An article in Poynter (Funke, 2017) explains that
although the European Union and individual countries
have made efforts to regulate online misinformation,
this would likely fail due to governance issues.
Back to the events, some people found ways
to scape this dramatic reality, laughing away the
tension with humor. A good example that became
viral was a photo-montage published on Twitter.
The photo depicts protesters on the left, police on
the right charging against the multitude, and the
Catalonia’s independence flag raised on the center
(Twitter Catalan flag). More characteristic of the
iconic photography from World War II ‘Raising
the Flag on Iwo Jima’ on 1945, depicting six U.S.
marines raising the U.S. flag in the battle against
Japan (Rosenthal, J., 1945). Several users ironically
claimed the creation of a Pulitzer award for memes.
Spanish satirical magazine Mongolia depicted on
issue 59 a cartoon president Rajoy taking a selfie in
Barcelona as a nuclear bomb goes off over the Catalan
capital. El Jueves magazine published a satirical article
on October 5, saying that continuous presence of
anti-riots police finished with cocaine reserves in
Catalonia (eljueves, 2017). Following a complaint
by the National Police in relation to several contents
published in the magazine, the investigative court
of Barcelona opened preliminary proceedings for

offense. Another fun example is a postcard that I found
on Redditt, a cartoon of police brutality with the title
“Greetins from Barcelona”. This whole scenario of
polarized and manipulated news, including satirical
content and memes, only contributed to generate more
disinformation among users, intoxicating the public
debate even more.
One of the effects of the both misleading and
sensational information is that they extend to
social media. Social media platforms are nowadays
indispensable for most news sites relying on posts
linking to articles on Facebook or Twitter, which is
where most people’s outrage was actually reflected.
Driven by a nonstop overload of information that users
were exposed to, transformed the internet into a space
of violence and disrespect. Flooding the public media
with tension. There was a common discussion on the
radio about how much this issue was actually affecting
the individual’s personal environment, especially on
family Whatsapp groups. Media polarization had
strong consequences for society in general, even I could
experience living abroad, how this issue transformed a
natural debate into a conversation taboo, avoiding the
topic of the referendum within familiar routines.
Journalism take most important responsibilities
with regards to reporting reality. All news has a
political positioning that illustrates a narrative based on
assumptions of reality and morality (Wijnberg, 2017).
This positioning determines what the public knows and
thinks about the world. Describing the world without
taking a position on what should be disclosed to the
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audience is practically impossible. News narratives can
be used as powerful mechanisms to reach and influence
wide audiences with a distorted reality.
This is why journalism has been extremely important
in determining the way this conflict has been
perceived and understood in the public media.
With regards to the events on October 1, several
Spanish media claimed that there was no referendum
held in Catalonia. However, according to results
announced by the Catalan government (gov, 2017),
2.26 million citizens participated. 92,01% voted in
favor of independence, 7,99% voted against, and
2,83% were blank or invalid votes. Perhaps it is to be
expected that most people supporting independence
would expose themselves to such hostile conditions,
being aware of the physical threat that meant to
approach a polling station. However, it wasn’t to be
expected that the organization of the referendum
(including both the system that hosted the electoral
registry, and a massive civil response through peaceful
collective mobilization) would circumvent all attacks,
bypassing all controls, and finally succeeding. Although
the majority of the media echoed a referendum’s
victory, international observers stated that there were
no guarantees of its validity.
The Catalan referendum led to the biggest
cyber war an European democracy has possibly
ever experienced. Human Rights Watch denounced
excessive force by police using batons to hit nonthreatening protesters, and causing multiple
injuries. According to updated reports by the Catalan

Corporation of Audiovisual Media (CCMA, 2018), the
Spanish government will have to give explanations about
the incidents on 1 October to the United Nations, after
the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights had
requested to investigate the violence of the referendum.
A report on police repression made from the images and
testimonies in which more than a hundred NGOs and
organizations have contributed, will be presented. And
for the first time, Spain will have to be present.
Moreover, internet rights organizations such as
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, Access Now,
Security Without Borders and The Internet Society,
manifested their concern to the increasing number
of network blocking practices by governments that
temporarily shut down, restrict or disseminate Internet
access in determined social contexts. Shutdowns are
signs of authoritarian states attempting to reduce
political opposition. An investigation conducted by the
Freedom House (Freedom House, 2017)shows that
the threat of internet censorship, online manipulation
and disinformation tactics, besides surveillance and
monitoring of online activities, is increasingly becoming
a common tool of repression that violates human rights.
With the declaration of independence on October
27 by the now former Catalan government, Spain’s
central government applied Article 155 of the Spanish
constitution, with the aim to restore constitutional
order in Catalonia. With this forceful tool, Spain
could take full administrative control of the Catalan
institutions, suspending the region’s autonomy under
specific conditions, as well as removing political powers
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held by Catalan authorities. An article in the New
York Times (Minder, 2017), explains that Article
155 was created based on the text of the federal
constitution of then West Germany. A fun example
that illustrates Article 155 is a strip by Miquel Farreras
depicting himself escaping as a large granite block with
the shape of the number 155 falls on his drawing desk,
while he says: “that was close!” Ferrera’s last strip after
21 years working for El Periodico was removed by the
director of the journal, after he signed for the Catalan
Catalan journal Ara.
According to updated reports published at Veus de
Catalunya (VOC, 2018), there are currently 7 people
in exile, 13 are jailed, 12 are detained, 259 people
have been ceased, 24 organisms have been dissolved,
4 organisms have been intervened, 108 regulatory
initiatives have been rejected, 12 charge appointments
have been given by the Spanish government, 15
activities have been cancelled or suspended, 25
subsidies have been stopped, etc.
Beside Article 155, Spain’s anti-protest law ‘Ley
Mordaza’ or the so-called ‘gag law’ (Greenberg, 2015)
entered into force in July 2015. This law was initially
conceived to persecute cybercriminals. However, it
has empowered authorities to block websites, dissolve
protests in public places and fine or detain users
for comments in social media, lyrics, pantomimes,
or cartoons, that apparently worshipped terrorism.
According to data collected by Amnesty International
in ‘Tweet... if you dare’ (Amnesty International,
2018), counter-terrorism laws are not only leading to

self-censorship, they are raising fear among citizens.
That is to say, the reform of the criminal code, together
with the massive social media reaction generated by the
conflict of the referendum, has resulted in an alarming
growth in repression, social paranoia, and control.
Creating Awareness

The necessity to create awareness of the dangers of
this conflict, has brought interesting forms of social
denounce. A good example is a presentation offered
by activist and Linux programmer Matthias Brugger
(with whom I had the opportunity to interview), at
the 34 Chaos Communication Congress in Leipzig,
Germany. In this presentation, Matthias explains and
analyzes both the methods used to shut down websites
and how the Catalan government circumvented
censorship during the struggle for communication. This
presentation is a very useful resource for my research
because it provides information about technical issues
raised during the conflict. This presentation has
also inspired me to present my project at Art Meet
Radical Openness (AMRO) festival in May 2018
in Linz, Austria. Having the theme “For the eternal
future - openness vs. industrial paradigm”, I have
discussed “openness in relation to online news media: a
database of revisionism in the aftermath of the Catalan
referendum.” I will talk about this presentation and
offer some interesting feedback given by the crowd.
Liveuamap is a web-based software that offers a
historical record of all the incidents before, during and
56
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after the referendm. Liveuamap is a geolocation tool
for independent global news, created by software
developers and journalists who initially wanted to
inform about the Ukranian conflict. Although it
quickly expanded to other 30 regions and topics,
including Spain.
Another good example is the Twitter-based
archiving initiative #ArxivemelMoment, launched
in mid-September by the Archivists Association of
Catalonia (AAC-GD). This campaign was raised
towards creating a collection of media evidence
through any donated written, graphic or audiovisual
material related to the events surrounding the
referendum. The group of archivists uses Tweet
Catalog to log a set of Tweet IDs, a tool developed by
the DocNow community. DocNow is a community of
archivists, journalists and developers raised towards
supporting an ethical collection of media content
against social injustices. DocNow offers a set of
tools for the streaming and gathering of data. One
of these tools is Diffengine, which I will discuss in
detail in the next chapter. Thanks to an interview
that I conducted with DocNow’s technical lead
Edward Summers, I have been able to know more
about Diffengine. Edward facilitated my contact with
#ArxivemElMoment and the AAC-GD, including
archivists Aniol Maria and Vicenç Ruiz.
An interesting collection of visual evidence is the
book “Days that will last years” by photojournalist
Jordi Borràs, which contains the iconic pictures from
the day of the referendum.

Fig. 13. Assange, Twitter, 2017. “The world’s first internet war has begun, in Catalonia,
as the people and government use it to organize an independence referendum on
Sunday and Spanish intelligence attacks, freezing telecommunications links,
occupying telecoms buildings, censors 100s of sites, protocols etc.”
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Fig. 14. Snowden, Twitter, 2017. “One can be against Catalan independence and
still in favor of human rights. But one cannot be in favor of Rajoy’s crackdown and
say the same.”
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Fig. 15. Sunde, Twitter, 2017. “If you’re running a Catalan site being shut down by
Spanish authorities, contact me for anonymous hosting and domains. We’ve got
you covered.”
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Fig. 16. Ribas, El País, 2017.National Police arrive in Barcelona on ferry decorated
with Looney Tunes.
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Fig. 17. Gilbert, Vice news, 2017. Over 800 injured in violent clashes during Catalan
independence vote.
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Fig. 18. Wikiepdia, 2017.Catalan independence referendum, 2017
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Fig. 19. Dearden, Independent, 2017. Catalan referendum: Clashes with police
leave nearly 900 injured, says Catalonia government.
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Fig. 20. Badcock, The Telegraph, 2017. Catalan referendum: Spanish foreign minister claims photos of police brutality are ‘fake’.
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Fig. 21. Urra, El País, 2017. Night of tension in Barcelona between police and
protesters over raid.
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Fig. 22. Martí, El Nacional, 2018. Human Rights Watch on “excessive use of
force” in Catalonia
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Fig. 23. Brugger, Computer Chaos Congres (ccc.media.de), 2017. Internet censorship in the Catalan referendum. Overview of how the state censored and how it got
circumvented.
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Fig. 24. Rozhkovsky, Bilchenko, Liveuamap , 2017. Map of incidents during
1 October 2017
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Fig. 25. #ArxivemElMoment, Instamaps. 2017. Archive locations in Catalonia to
donate digital evidence about 1 October.
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Fig. 26. Ara Llibres, Jordi Borràs. 2018. Dies que duraran anys
“Days that will last years” book
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Fig. 27. El Jueves , 2017. “Continuous presence of anti riots police finishes cocaine
reserves in Catalonia”. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 28. Reddit , 2017. “Greetings from Barcelona” satirical postcard.
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Fig. 29. Ferreras , 2017. “Uy, por poco” was Miquel Ferreras’ last strip for El Periodico, which got rejected by the journal after 20 years working with them.
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Fig. 30. Ara Llibres, Jordi Borràs. 2018. Dies que duraran anys
“Days that will last years” book
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Fig. 31. Minder, The New York Times , 2017. Article 155: The ‘Nuclear Option’
That Could Let Spain Seize Catalonia. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 32. Amnesty International , 2018. “Tweet..., if you dare”: How antiterrorist laws
restrict freedom of expression in Spain. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 33. Greenberg, Time , 2015. Spain’s New Security Law Meets Fierce Criticism
From Rights Groups. Referendum Medialogs.
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The main reason why I chose working with Diffengine is
that I wanted to get a better sense of how news is being
shaped over time. There is an ideology of objective
and accurate reporting without distorting reality.
However, media coverage of the events before, during
and after October 1 clearly demonstrates that the
ideal of objectivity doesn’t exist. Describing the world
without overlapping opinion or taking a position on
what should be informed to their audience is practically
impossible. All news has a political positioning that
illustrates a narrative based on determined assumptions
of reality and morality. This what makes revisionism
so interesting during the conflict of the referendum,
considering that huge amounts of inaccurate
information were generated nonstop. And this is what
brought me to archive and keep a historical record of
news changes during that time. I wanted to observe how
information is in constant fluctuation, so I started to dig
into article revisionism using Diffengine.
Diffengine is a utility for watching RSS feeds to see
when story content changes. The hope is that it can
help draw attention to the way news is being shaped
on the web. The idea of keeping control of changes was
introduced since the need for quality and production
controls back in the 1950s with early development in
software, leading to the creation of Version Control
Systems (VCS). Version control, or revision control,
is a software that allows tracking and controlling
changes in computer programs, word processors, webbased documents, content management systems like
Wikipedia, and other information structures. And this
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was where the initial idea to name the project ‘+r-’
came from. Version control systems, also known as the
“Github for News” (Linch 2010), were implemented
in journalism as a consequence of a growing digital age
where stories are constantly changing. Diffengine uses
the same logic, using the Diff, a data comparison tool
that allows visualizing former and current versions of
a file. The software is configured to highlight deleted
characters in red (or with a stroke through), and
inserted in green (underlined).
Flashbake is a good example of a simple set of
Python scripts developed in 2009, that automates
version control, using Git to look for changes in files
every 15 minutes. Flashbake can be used to track both
source code and text files. What is great about it is that
you can track changes as you go on a word processor.
This is a great advantage for archivists, journalists, or
writers who usually create a series of drafts prior to
publishing. What I have noticed using Diffengine is that
many journalists use the web page of an article without
any systematic records between the changes and the
final draft. Although this can lead to interesting results
when tracking with Diffengine.
However, I wanted to know more about the reasons
behind developing Diffengine, so I documented
a conversation with Edward Summers where we
discussed our motivations; “We wanted it to be right
after Trump was elected in the US, there was a lot
of anxiety about how all this propaganda produced
from all sorts of different angles, and the difficulty to
sort of understanding how the news is being shaped

over time.” he explained.One of the advantages of
using Diffengine is that it can be configured to track
changes at time intervals using Cron, a time-based
job scheduler. Cron was tracking changes every 5 min
from a selection of local, national and international
news sites providing RSS technlogy. This covers many
websites and blogs from independent journalists, but
not all. Web feeds are increasingly becoming more
fundamental for the streaming and gathering of online
information, regardless of its difficulties to survive.
When new content is found a snapshot is saved at the
Internet Archive (so users can access them through a
graphical timeline), and a diff is generated for sending
to social media, although it also offers the option to not
post to social media. An HTML file with the former and
current version of the article is generated, providing the
following metadata structure: The “body” is formed
by three “div class” elements. First, “URL” provides
the web address where the article is published. Second,
“archive” provides two different timestamps according
to both date/time of former and current versions
of the article. Third, “diff” wraps the article’s main
text, including tags for deleted “<del>” and inserted
“<ins>” characters. This is interesting to know because
it can lead to content scrapping prototypes and other
applications.
At a time when the referendum’s issue was really
hot in the media; sparkling fire by the beginning of
September and boiling up in October, journals were
reporting nonstop on the issue. This allowed me to
collect a significant amount of article revisions. From
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November towards the end of December, the issue
began to simmer down. Filtering revisions were
fundamental for organizing thousand of collected
files. To do this, I used a bash script that recursively
searches for specific “strings” or syntax in content
from HTML files.
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Revisionism often offers interesting changes, some
are more significant than others. They can be proofreading corrections, misleading headlines, deliberate
misreports, signs of automation, etc. In general, I
have observed a specific set of media behaviors; one
of them is that journalism is revisioning nonstop.
Changes are happening all the time. Often changes
have minor effects. Sometimes they have an
intention. Sometimes the story changes as a result of
a spelling mistake. Or when The Wall Street Journal
says that Puigdemont “is” and hours later “was” the
president of Catalonia. When New Europe constantly
sneaks wrong headlines such as “EasyJet buys into
AirBerlin”, or “Why Catalonia’s Independence Scares
Europe” followed by a report on the autumn forecast.
Sometimes the story grows over time, as new facts
are reported. Another interesting example is when
the article’s URL isn’t available anymore, as I have
often noticed in The Herald. In one of them, reports
said that Spain was facing its worst institutional
crisis. Hours later, “institutional” was changed by
“national”. So I have gone through some of these

Digging into article
revisionism with Diffengine

Analysing revisionism post-referendum

changes, grouping them into different categories. First
are Trivial, or not interesting; dashes, punctuation
marks, copy paste. Second are Time Updates; hand
themselves into... released by, 10.000 –40.000, is
was the president, Updated 7: 2h. Third, Strategic
changes; minor edits with specific tone or meaning
changes. “Spain is facing its worst institutional national
crisis”. Fourth, Incorrectness; minor edits related to
spelling mistakes or wrong translations according to
the article’s context. “the diposed deposed president”,
“Carlos Carles”. Fifth, Removed URLs. When the URL
of an article has been modified or removed, becoming
inaccessible. “404 error, Sorry the page you requested
could not be found” or “Oops... Unfortunately, we are
unable to locate the page you requested”. Sixth, Buggy;
When headlines and body aren’t related. “Error 503
Backend fetch failed”. Paywall warnings, embedded
Twitter posts. Seventh, Clickbait; revisioning non-stop:
El País, New Europe, The Independent.
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Fig. 34. Giles, The Star, 2017. Catalan parliament declares independence as Spanish PM says ‘no alternative’ but to seize power. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 35. 20 minutos, 2017. “Stepts to Apply article 155 of the Spanish Constitution
in Catalonia”. Pasos para aplicar el artículo 155 de la Constitución Española en
Cataluña. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 36. Newton, Aljazeera, 2017. How the Catalan crisis helps Spain’s far right.
Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 37. Cerulus, Politico, 2017. Catalonia crisis hits home in Belgium.
Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 38. Newton, Aljazeera, 2017. Ousted Catalonia leader Puigdemont ‘not seeking
asylum’. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 39. New Europe, 2017. EasyJet buys into AirBerlin.
Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 40. The Wall Street Journal, 2017. Spanish Prosecutor Seeks Arrest of Ousted
Catalan Leader. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 41. Johansson, The Brussels Times, 2017. Carles Puigdemont and the four
other Ministers released by Belgian police. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 42. Novak, The Brussels Times, 2017. Freedom, freedom, demand 200 Catalan
Mayors in Brussels. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 43. New Europe, 2017. Why Catalonia’s independence scares Europe.
Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 44. The Herald, 2017. EU official backs Spain in fight against Catalan secession Brownsville Herald: US & World News. Referendum Medialogs.

131

Fig. 45. Europa Press, Vilaweb, 2017. “Russia speaks with irony about their ‘intervention’ in Catlonia: ‘We will not bomb Madrid’”. in Rússia ironitza amb la ‘ingerència’ a
Catalunya: ‘No bombardejarem Madrid’. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 46. Schneider, The Brussels Times, 2017. Carles Puigdemont to remain in
Belgium despite withdrawal of European arrest warrant. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 47. Booth and Rolfe, The Washington Post, 2017. Catalonia’s pro-independence parties win parliamentary election, dealing blow to Spanish government The Washington Post. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 48. TheWashington Post, 2018. Arrest of Carles Puigdemont provokes
clashes in Catalonia
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In this chapter, I am going to introduce and analyze
a few examples that have inspired me. A handpicked
selection of projects that make news media processes
more transparent. I will begin analyzing NewsDiffs,
a series of Twitter projects inspired on it. I will talk
about Versionista, and about two Wiki projects using
version control to record changes. I will explain their
advantages, whether they work and why, and what
bridges to Referendum Medialogs.
NewsDiffs

NewsDiffs was created by Jennifer Lee (a former
reporter for The Times), and two developers Eric Price
and Greg Price, at the hackathon hosted by MIT Media
Lab in 2012. NewsDiffs it’s a database of revisions that
tracks content changes in the web. Bringing revision
control system. What is interesting about this project
is that it provides a timeline of revisions that allows
users to compare between different versions of an
article. NewsDiffs currently archives revisions from the
nytimes.com, cnn.com, politico.com, washingtonpost.
com, and bbc.co.uk. What is similar to NewsDiffs
and a Wiki is that they both use data set comparisson
tools in a system that maintains a historical record of
changes through time. The New York Times already
discussed this idea, together with the difficulties of
revisions in the digital age in “Now You See It, Now
You Don’t” (Brisbane, 2011). The article explains
how the transition from print to digital transformed
the role of printers to editors, controlling the final
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content of the website. A year later, the New York
Times outlines The Times (Brisbane, 2012) claiming
a policy to preserve a record of corrections. Lee, who is
also an organizer of the Hacks/Hackers group working
on grassroots journalism, shared her concern about
the significance to establish a system to cope with
revisionism.
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Guardian_diff is a currently inactive Twitter project
inspired by NewsDiff and running with Diffengine.
It tweets snapshots of revisions generated by The
Guardian. Users can access all revisions from January
to March 2017 which are stored in the Wayback
Machine. “Le Soir édité” is an earlier identical project
initiated in 2016 and currently active, which tracks
changes of the Belgium journal lesoir.be. It is a remake
of nyt_diff, which highlights the changes from the main
page of the nytimes.com. Journalists are continuously
turning to social media to gather potentially exclusive
updates. Guardian_diff, Le Soir édité, and nyt_diff are
good examples that point out the necessity to inform
accurately in a time of constant streams of information,
social media bots, and fake news. These projects are a
great exercise to provide more visibility and awareness
of how news stories continuously shape.

Projects related to my own
research and practice

nyt_diff, Le Soir édité, Guardian_diff
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Fig. 49. NewsDiffs, 2012. Newsdiffs article comparisson. Referendum Medialogs.
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Fig. 50. @nyt_diff, Twitter, 2016. Editing TheGrayLady @nyt diff.
Referendum Medialogs.

Fig. 51. Le Soir édité, @LeSoir_diff, Twitter, 2016. Le Soir édité.
Referendum Medialogs.

Fig. 52. The Guardian_diff, Twitter, 2017. The Guardian_diff project.
Referendum Medialogs.
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Versionista

Versionista is a web-based subscription service created
in 2008 by Peter Bray, inspired on the Wiki’s “recent
changes” page. Versionista comes with a user-friendly
interface, allowing users to track web changes. Wired
magazine highlighted Versionista in an article (Stirland,
2008) showing a side-by-side comparison of thencandidate Barack Obama’s Iraq War policy web page
changes. Versionista can be configured to track at
a specific frequency. Users can get instant content
changes and summary through email alerts. These
include changes on images as well. The software offers a
“version history” that can be used to compare between
changes. Most importantly, it offers the option to filter
or ignore content that might not be relevant.
Parliament Wikiedits

Parliament WikiEdits is a Twitter-based project
that tracks edits made from London’s Westminster
Parliamentary IPs. This is a good example that shows
how revision control system can be implemented in
politics, just as Referendum MediaLogs. What works
well in this project is the idea of countering institutional
opacity; logging Westminster’s wiki edits is a simple
but efficient mechanism to spot political incorrectness,
and perhaps more. There is an existing symbolic
connection with regards to institutionalized censorship
during the Catalan referendum, and tracking wiki edits
from Westminster. They both call for social action,
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manifesting the necessity to provide transparency
of information controls from social and media
institutions.
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The Iraq War: A History of Wikipedia Changelogs is
a project developed by James Bridle. This work is a
record of all article changes to the Wikipedia on the
Iraq War. Alongside the conflict, this work reported
a five year period 2004 to 2009, logging 12,000
changes and having around 7,000 pages. Iraq War
Wikihistoriography provides a history of changes in a
series of books. Considering all available data collected
with Diffengine after the Catalan referendum, printed
matter could also take interesting forms in combination
with MediaWiki.

Projects related to my own
research and practice

Iraq War Wikihistoriography
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Fig. 53. Versionista, 2008. Versionista’s features
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Fig. 54. Parliament WikiEdits , 2014. Parliament WikiEdits Wiki-based project.
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Fig. 55. Briddle, The Iraq War Wikihistoriography, 2010. The Iraq War Wikihistoriography
Wiki-based project. Referendum Medialogs.
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Referendum MediaLogs is a MediaWiki project,
launched in mid-October after the Catalan referendum.
MediaWiki is an open source server-based software
that facilitates the organization and visualization of
information. The MediaWiki that I’ve been developing
(referendumedialogs.referata.com) is an exercise to
provide documentation about the conflict. However,
an updated version is being developed (www.
referendum-medialogs.tk). The material that I provide
is cached using the services of the Wayback Machine
and Archive.today so that it doesn’t necessarily
depend upon URLs that can potentially be shut down
in the future. Transforming MediaWiki into a more
participatory infrastructure, where users were able to
upload documentation to the system, it would possibly
trigger new material to be continuously updated, while
more people would engage with the platfrom. Running
MediaWiki on a Raspberry Pi can be very useful for
small projects where no big server is needed. It can also
be used where no internet is available. The Raspberry
Pi 3 that I am using has a built-in Wi-Fi access point
available. One of the advantages of using the Raspberry
Pi is that it allows me to create an independent selfhosted system. That is to say, it would avoid any
possible intellectual property policies or censorship
issues with 3rd party software. The project would be
only accessible through an encrypted connection to the
web. However, if I was to automate Diffengine using
Cron, filtering and storing newly generated files in the
web server of the Pi, considering that I am also hosting
sensitive content, it would be necessary to consider
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referendum medialogs

a different system. Following recommendations by
activist Daniel Morales and Matthias Brugger, hosting
such material in a Raspberry Pi could not be enough
in case of DDoS attacks or many visits. Using a third
party secure infrastructure for hosting sensitive web
content, such as services from Nodo50 or Sobtec,
might be an alternative that still has to be studied.
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Fig. 56. González, Referendum Medialogs, 2018. Referendum Medialogs
main page.
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Fig. 57. González, Referendum Medialogs, 2018. Referendum Medialogs
‘Resource’ Category and Subcategories.
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Fig. 58. González, Referendum Medialogs, 2018. Referendum Medialogs
Diff Table.
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Fig. 59. González, Referendum Medialogs, 2018. Referendum Medialogs
Cargo Table Resource

Fig. 60. González, Referendum Medialogs, 2018. Referendum Medialogs
Search ‘Censorship’.
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Referendum Medialogs was presented at Art Meets
Radical Openness (#AMRO18), together with the
work of Marloes de Valk, Emily Buzzo, and Giulia de
Giovanelli.

AMRO is a biennial community festival in Linz that
explores and discusses new challenges between digital
culture, art, everyday life, education, politics and active
action.
The current issue “Unmapping Infrastructures” deals
with the idea of “mapping” as a process of becoming
aware and then acquiring a critical position about the
current landscape of technological infrastructures.
This conglomerate of machines, human and nonhuman actors, nation-states and borderless companies
is increasingly complex to observe and describe.
Nevertheless, we believe that there is more to be seen
than a hyper-commercialized structure of interlaced
technological layers. Cartographic mapping consists
of a series of practices of observing, analyzing and
representing a territory to be able to move through it.
How can art and activism appropriate the methods
of cartographic mapping to produce new, critical and
alternative views of the current landscape shaped by
different players?
The festival aims at deepening the thematic areas of
digital geopolitics, alternative design methods, activist
practices and autonomous infrastructures, themes that
offer directions for localizing areas of intervention.
Throughout the festival, these topics will be further
explored through discussion panels, workshops, and
performances.
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During this short 15 min presentation, I have given a
quick overview of the events and incidents surrounding
1 October, then I have shown a selection of article
revisions using Diffengine, whether having more or less
significant news changes. The idea was to get a better
sense of these news processes which are often invisible
to the user. Finishing with a curated collection of both
resources and revisions presented on a MediaWiki
page.
The Questions and Answers section at the end
of our presentations provided Referendum Medialogs
with very critical, diverse and useful feedback, which I
have transcribed on the following pages.
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What did I learn from this experience?

Feedback & Questions.
Feedback 1.
“You should clean your thing, Diffengine, much of
it is just wordpress trash, like a proof reader coming
after the writter after the thing is published because
of the velocity of the news cycle and fixing the dashes.
So actually, you should introduce another engine
on top of this Diffengine just to get rid of pointless
examples, because if you would look at your result of
the Diffengine triage, you would think that you are in
the middle of a nightmare because all the media keep
changing the news from the past, when in reality is just
that processes are a little bit weird and that’s all. And
then I would have to ask you, since you are uploading
the links manually are you also parsing the results
174
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manually sometimes, for fun? are you looking at what
comes out? because in the slides you have shown useless
results, don’t get me wrong is a great idea but then did
you look for the good one, ah fuck you I found you!
Stallin has deleted this guy from the picture and now I
have proof...you know, did you get any like that?”

If I can jump in... I think it’s also a question of
archiving, versus selecting, versus representing the
materials, I am not an archivist but there are some
ways of deciding which is the material that I want
to keep track of, so I think keep track of everything
and then there will be a second part, second process,
chunk it off, re-analyse it, and as I understood this is
an ongoing process. Also in the end you didn’t push it
into some conclusions, like I found this one and I kind
of assume that my reserach led to this result, that’s
why I am thinking that’s gonna come, still.

Using Mediawiki to develop
referendum medialogs

Feedback 2.

I think it would be also interesting to look at the
percentage of things that changed, because I would
reckon if you would kick out all the punctuation
changes, the probably most interesting part are
probably little changes, keywords changes that kind
of change the context, or a mistake that change the
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Feedback 3.

whole structure of the article, maybe that’s something
weird going on, a mkistake... It might be a good idea
to look at that and see what conclusion you can see
from that, and maybe automate that to kind of cut
down the 40 thousand files to kind of 20 thousand?
Feedback 4.
I just wanted to say I think it’s fine, I personally think
it’s fine that there are em dashes which still in there
because actually in some way reflects how news is
made now. We need to get the news out, the news
cycle push it out there without even proof-reading,
which for me seems to be like the felly to fall part of
what responsible kind of media should have... someone
should always be proof-reading, I try to make my
students proof-read, so I think is actually showing that
the news is kind of in fluctuation as it goes out actually
comments how information is released, and you know,
apparently, even though it has an environmental
cost there is a lot of broundary and data out there, so
having 40 thousand edits, editing it down to a certain
amount of garbage or not, that’s being equally kind of
precious about the editing process I think. Where it’s
right now is great, 40 thousand whatever the content
is, it’s an archive, it’s a Diffengine, it’s not this diff is
better than that, Diffengine.
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e-mail
Edward Summers
· Diffengine developer
· DocNow software community
aimed to preserve digital
evidences

publication
Edward wants to publish
referendum medialogs, AMRO’s
lecture and any footage from the
graduation show at:
news.docnow.io

Matthias Brugger
· activist, developer, lecturer
· conference about Internet censorship in the Catalan referendum at
media.ccc.de

Daniel Morales
· activist, developer, hacker
· published a list of mirrors of the
Catalan referendum’s website
· investigated

#ArxivemElMoment
· Twitter project archiving digital
evidences donated by users
about October 1
· created by Archivists Association of Catalonia (AAC-GD)
· they use DocNow’s software
Tweet Catalog. Connected to
Edward Summers *

X-Net
· Simona Levy
· the activist group reported a few
articles about cybersecurity and
censorship during the referendum

Aniol Maria
· archivist and member of the AAC-GD
· investigated for creating a repository
of the referendum’s website
· proved he did for
archiving purposes

Vicenç Ruiz
· archivist and member of the AAC-GD
· has access to the archive
#ArxivemElMoment
(not public yet)

TWORK
mastodont.cat
Mercè Molist
· former journalist Nació Digital
· current journalist El Confidencial
· specialized in activism &
cybersecurity

VOC
· anarchist, republican, pro-independence magazine
· connected to archivists, activists
and projects about 1-O

Pirata.cat
donation
archive of posters created to
promote the referendum on 1-O,
(some of them were censored)
collected from different cultural
organizations and parties.

· activist party supporting human
rights, transparent and open data
and access to information
· support to hackers cloning
referendum website
· invstigated
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Fig. 61. González, Mastodont.cat, 2018.
First post at the Catalan instance Mastodont.cat
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Matthias Brugger
Activist, open source Linux software developer, member of
Promoter Group for Technological Sovereignty (Sobtec, sobtec.
cat). He made a presentation about Internet censorship in the
Catalan referendum at the Chaos Communication
Congress (media.ccc.de).
There is not much noise in the news now, it seems that
everything is quieter... but there are still websites or ISPs
that are still under control I guess?

“With regards to the issue of censorship, I found that
Court orders imposed to Internet providers are up to
a whole year, and in fact, on many pages, you can still
see the logo of the civil guard.”
When a website is hosted abroad, is it more difficult to
take it down due to a lack of international agreements on
this, right?

“The Spanish state did two things: one is that the
Court order said that all .cat domains with content
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related to the referendum had to be redirected to the
police server, and with this measure, you are already
censuring everyone because you have attacked the
DNS directly. With regards to the pages that were
hosted with .org or .sexy outside of Spain, what they
did was attack them through the internet providers.
Because you are in the Netherlands, you would have
had no problem accessing all these pages because you
do not go through the Spanish ISP.”
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Well, this issue is complicated. The Constitutional
Court has declared the referendum illegal, then the
fact of censoring an illegal thing becomes legal. In
Spain, you can do little. They sent several Court
orders to the ISPs, saying that they should censure all
the URLs that appear on the social networks of the
Generalitat... in a state of law who decides what’s
right is the judge, but with the matter of the PuntCat
Foundation when the police says; ‘ well you have 100
thousand .cat domains and now you have to look at
those who talk about the referendum and censure
them all’, they cannot decide what is illegal and what
is not, this is decided by a judge, but if you do not do
it, you will have problems. ... and I think that this is
where you could make a claim and go to the European
court perhaps...”

Network, collaborations
and interviews

Should they not take responsibility for the censorship
attack to all these websites?

Edward Summers
DocNow’s community tech lead. Diffengine developer.
Connected to archiving initiative #ArxivemElMoment,
and to archivists Aniol Maria and Vicenç Ruiz.
What was your motivation to develop Diffengine?

“We wanted it to be right after Trump was elected in
the US, there was a lot of anxiety about how all this
propaganda produced from all sorts of different angles,
and the difficulty to sort of understanding how the
news is being shaped over time, it was something some
people I interacted here in the University were interested in... Traditionally when newspapers were printed
there was a lot of work getting it printed but once it’s
printed and it goes out, you have a copy of it, the distribution of the newspaper can’t stop it, on the web is
so different, were the news source are constantly being
shaped, were you have an initial story and then it’s
shaped over time.... So we just wanted to get a better
sense of like how the news are being shaped.”
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“Yeah I think that’s what brought us to our head a lot
of that anxiety what is happened in social media, and
how little we understood what happened. I guess you
see it all over in academia, you know thinking about it,
it’s as an empirical problem... and that’s what excites
me about what you’ve been doing, you are basically
collecting evidence and then try to find the ways to use
this evidence to motivate your own theories.”
What could be improved?
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“One problem with Diffengine is that the more
content it collects, the more work it has to do, and I
don’t feel that I resolved that problem very well... So
I don’t know how many URLs it collected but basically, the more URLs it collects... because anything can
change at anytime, right? It’s kind of optimyzed at
the moment for when things are first published, and
as they get older the less lickely they are to change.”
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develop this tool...
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So it was after the US elections that you were triggered to
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Fig. 62. González, Mastodont.cat, 2018. Edward’s post after our chat
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Mercè Molist
Former journalist of Nació Digital, where she published many
articles about internet censorship and the activities of activist
group Anonymous surrounding the Catalan referendum. Mercè
is a journalist specialized in writing about activism & cybersecurity. She is the current journalist for El Confidencial.
Do you think that there was a before and after with the referendum, with regards to perceiving the internet as a safe
place, or understanding better its scope?

“More than a before and after, what was is that there
was a peak, a very important peak of paranoia among
the population. Suddenly, they began to have the Spanish state spying on WhatsApp, there were many people
who installed Telegram, everyone was worried about
these issues, their privacy, because suddenly we entered
into war, I would say a cyberwar, and therefore people
were very worried. I remember that the day before the
referendum, the night of September 30, I was told to
recommend people on Twitter to use a mobile app...
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“No, I believe they discovered Telegram, some other
applications, they learned about some stuff, people
asked themselves, “can we be spied on Whatsapp?”
Let’s say we acquired some knowledge, but maybe they
applied it at that time, but now... I have Telegram and
I could see that everyone in my contact list was signing up... people I’d have never thought of. I think they
have the knowledge, but they do not apply it.”
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Then do not you think that citizens need more awareness
about tools for social resistance, taking into account that
our data, our freedoms are everyday more dependent on
this technology, on the internet?
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“firechat” in case they were left without internet, and
that tweet was re-tweeted thousands of times, to such
an extent that on that day I did not know if it was
retweeted by users or bots, because it was brutal, it was
continuous ... I think that there were bots, but I also
believe that there was a lot of people’s paranoia.
Then it was a peak, I do not think that since then
citizens are more secure, but after what happened, the
referendum, the declaration of independence, all that
came along with, and then we have got back to the
normal situation where everyone does their things. I
think that more than a before and after, in matters of
awareness on cybersecurity, there was a very big and
interesting peak.”

Aniol Maria
Archivist and member of the AAD-GC. He was investigated
for cloning the referendum’s website. However, Aniol proved
he did it for archiving purposes. A former collaborator of
initiative #ArxivemElMoment, and currently active with other
archiving projects.
Could you explain the reasons why you were investigated?

“There was #ArxivemElMoment where we had photos,
posters, we had stuff, but I also tried to capture other
things on my own, and within these things there was
the referendum website, preserve webs, make a repository of websites.”
What tools did you use to make the repository of websites?

“The first copy that was made, was on Github.”
And did you publish the mirror on your Github account?

“No no, I made a copy of the repositories. I did not
post the URL anywhere outside of Github.
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(Laughs) ... “Because they did not know it, they
basically thought there was a plot behind it. There
were four crimes that accused us all: crime of sedition,
crime of disobedience which is often used, crime of
embezzlement of public funds, because they thought
that we were being paid by the Generalitat (Catalan
gov), and crime for criminal organization because they
thought that we were all organized into a group led
by someone... in the end they saw that each of us was
doing it on our own, that is why I was cleared because
my part did not make any sense. The others did not
have much luck because they published a list of mirrors of the website. I made the copy and I left it on my
account. I did not do the other part.”
Do you have any material that you want to share, some-

Chapter 4.1

Why were you investigated then?

Network, collaborations
and interviews

I just made the repositories which were already public,
you have to pay to have a private repository.”

thing that has not yet been published?

On the following pages I will show some posters created
by different parties and cultural organizations on the
days leading up to the referendum. These posters were
archived by Aniol Maria, who has very kindly donated
them for this project.
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“I have a collection of propaganda with hundreds of
digital posters that were made for the referendum.”
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On the first chapter, a history of the events and incidents
surrounding the Catalan referendum on 1 October
2017 has been explained. Online censorship and
intimidatory laws aren’t just leading to the normalization
of fear among citizens, they are also feeding paranoia
and showing that perhaps we are drifting further from
international human rights agreements. Despite several
reports by human and internet rights organizations
have been denouncing the incidents of the Catalan
referendum at an international level, yet there have
been no responsibilities taken so far with regards to
indiscriminated violence and censorship attacks by the
central government.
In the second chapter, I have discussed the
advantages of using Diffengine in the hectic context
post-referendum. I have shown a handpicked selection
of revisions in order to provide a better sense of what
news media story changes look like. I have analyzed
some results and discussed the relevance of specific
minor edits. Although finding digital evidence or traces
that prove the existence of deliberate misreports has
been so far an interesting attempt to encounter different
results. Most importantly, something I have learned is
that having a Diffengine archive have shown that the
news is in constant fluctuation as it goes out, sometimes
overloading with mostly drafts of final versions, reflecting
how information is released. A series of projects related
to my own research and practice have been analyzed and
compared, giving special attention to NewsDiffs, and
to Versionista’s contribution to journalism for providing
political evidence during the US presidential elections.
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Conclusion

Referendum Medialogs may work well both as data
and adversarial journalism. The project digs into the
issue of censorship, revisionism, and disinformation,
providing perspective from different angles. There are
elements that can be improved; automating Diffengine
so that users could access a public archive where news
changes would continuously be updated in a public
repository, or developing a more participatory system
where users could upload and share documentation.
The hope is that this research and project can
encourage users to engage in a necessary public
discussion. However, Referendum Medialogs will
be on an ongoing process of development while this
political conflict remains.
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